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Cyflwyniad

Mae’n bleser gennyf eich gyflwyno ein Graddedigion 2016 i chi. 

Arddangosfa’r Israddedigion yw pinacl cyflawniadau’r myfyrwyr Anrhydedd 

Sengl a Chyfun dros gyfnod o dair blynedd o astudio; cyflawnwyd y gwaith a 

welwch yng nghyd-destun un modiwl yn eu blwyddyn derfynol. Gofynnwyd 

i’r myfyrwyr gynhyrchu dilyniant o weithiau i ddangos ffrwyth aeddfed eu 

hastudiaethau. I’r uwchraddedigion, hon yw’r gyntaf o ddwy arddangosfa, a’r 

bwriad yw i hon fod yn ddatganiad dros-dro o’u datblygiad. Yn achos Alison 

Pierse, hon yw ei hail arddangosfa Meistr, ac y mae felly yn cynrychioli ffrwyth 

terfynol ei hastudiaethau hi. Mae’r gwaith a ddangosir yn tystio i safon uchel 

barhaus gwaith ein myfyrwyr: mae’r cyfoeth a’r amrywiaeth yn adlewyrchiad o’u 

hegni a’u brwdfrydedd.

Yn olaf, hoffwn gymryd y cyfle i ddiolch i holl staff yr Ysgol Gelf, yn staff dysgu a staff 

ategol, rhan-amser ac amser llawn, am eu gwaith caled a’u hymroddiad parhaus.

Robert Meyrick 

Pennaeth yr Ysgol



Introduction

Welcome to our 2016 graduate exhibitions. I am very pleased this year to 

introduce to you the work of 44 undergraduate and 7 postgraduate students. 

The paintings, drawings, prints, illustrations, photographs, installations, 

performances and films exhibited here attest to the continued high standard 

of achievement of our students: the richness and diversity of their work 

demonstrating energy and enthusiasm.

The Undergraduate Exhibition represents the high point of our students’ 

achievement over three years of study; the work you will see on display was 

executed in the context of one module in the students’ final year. It is only a 

selection of their artwork that is shown. Work in portfolios, studies, sketchbooks, 

visual diaries and preparatory materials will also be assessed. Generally, Single 

Honours students undertook 40 credits of study while Joint Honours students 

took 30 credits of study. All were required to produce a continuity of works that 

demonstrate a resolution of their practice.

Our postgraduate students are participating in either the first or second of two 

exhibitions that they must stage during their degree. The first is intended as 

an interim statement of the development of technical, stylistic and conceptual 

skills. The second allows the student to bring to completion a self-initiated and 

self-directed program of work that refines the specific research problem that 

arises from research undertaken in their first exhibition.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the School’s teaching and support 

staff, full- and part-time, for their continued hard work and commitment - 

especially Phil Garratt who once again has organised both the exhibition and 

catalogue. I am sure colleagues across the university, as well as visitors to our 

galleries, will join me in wishing our graduates all the very best in their future 

careers.

Professor Robert Meyrick

Head of School
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Gust, acrylic, 64 x 91

Owen Barry
MA Celfyddyd Gain / MA Fine Art

From the first moment I laid eyes on it, the sea has captivated me. Its depth, 

its rhythm, its calm and its power and, in more recent times, its ever changing 

colour. I came to Aberystwyth to be closer to it, I live by it, I work above it and 

its all consuming expanse has fed into my painting. I mirror its movements in 

my brushstrokes, its colour in my palette. My paintings are grounded in reality 

without reproducing a likeness, they create an emotional as well as a visual 

response. Each painting is grown rather than planned. It’s an organic process, 

each brushmark responding to the last, building layers of colour searching for 

the painting it is destined to become.



Echo, mixed media, 183 x 152

Rebecca Jones
MA Celfyddyd Gain / MA Fine Art

By working expressively and responsively, I aim to convey my thoughts about, 

and interactions with, the world, through the medium of paint. I practice as 

an abstract painter, for the most part. But my work derives from a real place. 

I am inspired by the landscape around me -- the rolling hills, stormy sea, and 

valleys. Aberystwyth, in particular, has given me a seemingly endless source 

of inspiration for my paintings. The works are also informed by maps and 

aerial photography, and comprise lines, textures, colours, and marks made in 

response to my own experiences in life.



The forty-eight, mixed-media on card, 15 x 15

Elizabeth Hale  
MA Celfyddyd Gain / MA Fine Art

Teitl yw The Forty Eight ar ddarn o waith sy’n cynrychioli cyfanswm nifer y 

rhai a fu farw ym Mhrydain oherwydd trais yn y cartref am un flwyddyn, sef 

2005. Mae bywyd y dioddefwyr hyn yn awr yn y gorffennol, ac wedi’i gofnodi 

ar ffurf sgwar llun-wyneb, sy’n nodwedd y maent yn ei rannu â’r troseddwyr. 

Mae’r syniad dirfodol ein bod yn weithredwyr rhydd sy’n gallu penderfynu ar 

drywydd llwybr ein bywyd o ddiddordeb i mi, ond rwy’n canfod tystiolaeth 

anghyson a’i gilydd sy’n groes i’r ddelfryd hon.

“Dear incomprehension, it’s thanks to you I’ll be myself, in the end”.

Samuel Beckett

The Forty Eight is the title of a piece that represents the total number of deaths 

due to domestic violence in Britain in one year, 2005. The victims’ lives are 

now past, and recorded in the square format of the mugshot, a characteristic 

they share with the perpetrators of crime. I am interested in the existentialist 

idea that we are free agents, able to determine our own course in life, but find 

conflicting evidence at odds with this ideal.

“Dear incomprehension, it’s thanks to you I’ll be myself, in the end”.

Samuel Beckett



Charon’s Boat II - oil on canvas, 30 x 30

Michaela Hollyfield
MA Celfyddyd Gain / MA Fine Art

Long Afloat on Shipless Oceans

The Boat is the vessel in which we can travel on a ‘shipless’ ocean into mystical 

and mythical realms. Much like the painting process that continues its journey 

and evolution; exploring size, materiality and gesture. The decisions, thoughts 

and realisations that occur on that voyage are manifested through a silent 

dialogue between my eyes, my hands, my intuition, the canvas and the paint.

I want to bring the viewer closer to this experience, to the materiality of the 

paint, and into my painted landscapes.

“It is in the actual act of making a painting that invention takes over”. 

(Peter Doig ‘No Foreign Lands’ pg 14)



Baron Myrddin, watercolour, 9 x 13

Hanna Lindstrom
MA Celfyddyd Gain / MA Fine Art

When Baron Myrddin’s daughter did not return home for days, he suspects 

a dragon to be behind it. While the local dragon expert Varin is sceptical, he 

decides to lend a helping hand anyway.  This fantasy comic is set in Wales and 

inspired by depictions of dragon-slayers in medieval art.



The Oddest Prime, etching on copper, 11 x 11

Emilia Nardiello
MA Celfyddyd Gain / MA Fine Art

Making The ‘Insignificant’ Somewhat ‘Beautiful’

Through the medium of printmaking, my exhibition pieces are based on 

insignificant scenes in the urban landscape in which I have found visual 

elements that remind me of the beauty of mathematics. Having completed a 

Joint Honours degree in Fine Art and Mathematics, I find that a maths problem 

is no less beautiful than a brushstroke. With this in mind, I have brought 

together two seemingly different elements with the aim of giving these 

insignificant scenes a new life as art, for them to become beautiful and noticed 

once again.



The Huntsman #2 (detail), acrylic on canvas, 125 x 75

Melissa Sarson
MA Celfyddyd Gain / MA Fine Art

The Huntsman is a series of paintings which have developed from my previous 

studies of forestry images within different seasons and weather conditions, 

fuelled by a background within fairytales and folk-lore. With this work I wanted 

to achieve the maximum effect I could with the minimalist of elements. I have 

used a limited palette, over a coloured ground. The philosophy behind this 

work, is to not illustrate a story, but allow the viewer to reflect their own stories 

or interpretations upon the images. Creating a concept through absence. There 

are a total of five paintings within the series.
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Traces of Human Interaction, cyanotype on cloth, 42 x 59

Lydia Bennett
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Traces of Human Interaction

I explore the relationship between objects and human beings. Presenting 

visual records and traces that reveal the overlooked aspects of social encounter 

and interaction. In the work for this exhibition I have created a series of staged 

communal events, each event was a re-construction of the last, guests were 

invited to share a meal whilst being directed and influenced by actions of their 

predecessor, via a voiceover. A cyanotype ‘table cloth’, which has been dipped 

into light sensitive chemicals, reveals the accumulation of all previous events, 

exposing negative spaces between objects and their movement over the 

course of each event.



The War of the Roses, pen and watercolour on paper with digital text, 22 x 34 

Leanne Blairs
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Being from Lancashire, and having a personal interest in history and literature, 

I have recently been illustrating William Shakespeare’s take on the War of the 

Roses. As 2016 marks the 400th anniversary of the death of Shakespeare, 

it seemed appropriate to use his plays on the life of Henry VI to re-tell this 

important part of my local history.  My practise draws on the traditional 

techniques of ink and watercolour which is in keeping with the historic subject 

matter.



Fonta de, Sliema, acrylic on paper, 74 x 53

Georgina Bouzyk
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf / BA Fine Art and Art History

Walking through the environment inspires me to look at the nature of the 

objects and details I observe, from the marks of the hermit crab in the sand, 

the glint of water on a pebble and the colours in a shell. Untimely experiences 

in life allow us to slow down and be mindful of our presence on the earth. 

There is spirituality in the unrelenting sea; through gradual movement of rocks, 

shells and creatures, all things are reduced to pebbles. My work aims to evoke 

the essence of discovering objects, their innate qualities and my own feelings 

towards the details of my encounters.



The Frog King, mixed media on smooth watercolour paper, 21 x 30

Lauren Bradley
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My portrayal of characters from the Grimm Brother’s first volume of fairy tales 

has been inspired by the works of such diverse artists as Salvador Dali and 

Beatrix Potter. Fragments of pages from old books have been incorporated 

into the Indian ink, pencil and watercolour designs to introduce irregularity 

and chaos into otherwise simple, considered and structured drawings. Each 

character has been thoughtfully selected to represent significant individuals 

that I found awe-inspiring throughout the time I’ve spent in Aberystwyth.



Unorthobox, installation (paintings, film, photographs, sculptures)

Joseph Brookes
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Llenyddiaeth Saesneg/ BA Fine Art and English Literature

Unorthobox

I became caught up in a world of multiple perspectives, seeking the 

extraordinary within the ordinary, making something from nothing. From just 

a black box, I was inspired to paint, write, film, photograph…  Art is what you 

make of it. Take, for example, a simple black box. What springs to mind? To 

some, a box is just a form of storage, to others, it can offer infinite possibilities. 

University has taught me to seek the unorthodox in the orthodox. To achieve 

the maximum from the minimum. A lesson which I will carry out into my future 

and into whatever I create.



Earthquake, digital print, 30 x 20

Kamila Ciesluk
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

For me, photography has become a process of seeking to capture those 

moments that give us the ability to laugh louder, love more deeply, suffer more 

painfully and to be there for each other. Or perhaps, it is about seeking for the 

memories of those moments, of seeking for the evidence that there are plenty 

of these moments, but sometimes they are just out of our sight.



Spitfire Island, copper plate etching, 17 X 21

Bethany Conway
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

As an artist, I am very much interested in how the process of etching can be 

used to portray the environmental minutiae of landscape and the city. This 

current series of prints are inspired by my hometown of Birmingham. Focussing 

upon familiar landmarks that are associated with industry and leisure, these 

prints reinterpret cityscape through the language of the etched line.



Rathlin Cottage, mezzotint on copper, 21 x 16

Susan Corlett
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Using the printmaking process of mezzotint has enabled me to capture 

the deep, atmospheric tones of the rural Irish landscape in which I grew 

up. Witnessing the spread of urban sprawl - seeing once familiar fields and 

woodland being overrun by roads and concrete - has been a constant reminder 

of the fragility of the landscape. The discovery of derelict buildings and 

crumbling cottages deep in the countryside has become a source of inspiration 

for my work. To see the tables turned: this theme of nature taking over, the 

wilderness creeping back, is so important for me now to explore.



Seascape, acrylic on canvassed board, 13 x 18

Frances Crown
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

This series of paintings document the physical and emotional effect that the 

ever-changing seascape, local to Aberystwyth, has had on my experience 

and psyche as an art student. The works are all painted in acrylic on 5 x 7 inch 

canvassed boards. I’ve aimed to create a sequence of intimate, subjective 

moments. Collectively, the paintings depict aspects of the local weather 

associated with the onset or aftermath of a storm. They have been made 

in a spirit of isolated contemplation, while either observing or recalling my 

experience of the seascape. Their moods are those I associate with melancholy 

and wistfulness.



The Temple, watercolour on paper, 27 x 22

Megan Elsey
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Dream of a land of impossible happenings, a place of talking animals and 

mysterious landscapes. Through the use of watercolour, pencil, pen and ink, 

I explore a world of dreamlike fantasies. Splashes of paint or the detailed 

pen work in my imagery are a way of expressing how inspired I am by music 

and words. Illustration allows me to escape the real world - to dream. By 

incorporating familiar landscapes and realistic portraits, I blend reality and the 

imagery from my mind into a body of illustrative work.



Untitled, acrylic on canvas, 41 x 51

Oliver Emmerson
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My motivation as an artist is to produce work that explores the beauty that 

exists in forgotten places; both for myself and for the viewer.  As I push the 

boundaries with my paint application, I aim to entwine this methodology with 

the subject matter to reveal the poetry that exists at the fringes of everyday life 

- to reveal something of the state of society. My work has a subtle undertone, 

which is that of the forgotten, and those that frequent these forgotten places.



Cosmic Insight, acrylic on box canvas, 30 x 40

Vincent J.A.J. Førde
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My work has developed over many years and during the BA degree has 

reached a new level of refinement.  My approach is multidisciplinary, 

encompassing personal interests in quantum physics, Hubble telescope 

space photography and my own progressive musical compositions. As 

my understanding of colour theory has grown, so my painting technique 

has evolved, enabling inclusion in the world renowned Scope Art Miami 

show, 2015. I use very fine needles to manipulate paint and each piece is 

painstakingly balanced in terms of colour and composition. The level of 

detail, as minute as 0.1mm, generates a very rewarding micro-macro visual 

experience.



Immigration, digital media, 8 × 8

Annie Gadsby
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art     

This piece is a reflection on the graphic representation of violence and trauma 

in the media. Combining image and sound, a visual code is created to both 

hide and reveal the terror and pain of the human race. This piece comments 

on ‘newsworthy’ representations of violence, our exposure to such images 

and, ultimately, our indifference to them. ‘Media’ is concerned with the lack of 

censorship given to visual horrors as well as our ultimate desensitisation. 

Please be aware, this installation may not be appropriate for younger viewers.



Leith Hill (detail), acrylic on canvas

Georgina Gale
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Llenyddiaeth Saesneg/ BA Fine Art and English Literature

Distilling the quiet atmosphere found within remote natural environments, 

my work explores moments of silent isolation within the forest. The painting 

grows organically through a process of cutting into and layering over the paint, 

allowing it to freely drip and smudge across the canvas, resulting in an image 

that is suggested rather than meticulously designed. Through this process, 

I search for the balance between absence and presence within episodes of 

nature untouched by human interruption.



Built On the Heads of the Old and the Dead (Detail), mixed media installation, 200 x 120 x 40

Alexandra Girardey
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art     

My work is inspired and concerned about family and identity within the 

context of cultural heritage. Drawing from this, I explore within my work, 

feelings of belonging and nostalgia - more specifically towards the culture of 

my non-British ancestry.  

With the intention of being eclectic, my work is influenced by a broad range of 

styles relevant to the lives and nationalities of my ancestors, such as that found 

in Catholicism, Art Nouveau and in the churches of the Kremlin.

Combining these things, my work has taken the form of a large multi media 

installation piece based on the medium of lino and woodcut.



Welsh Jong Sarat, screenprinting on paper, 71 x 108 

Noor Haji Ajak
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Having grown up in Brunei, I have been keen to draw upon my Malay-Brunei 

upbringing and to introduce elements of Bruneian culture into my artwork. 

Living and studying in Aberystwyth has provided me with the golden 

opportunity to reflect upon the rich culture of Brunei Darussalam, to showcase 

the intricate patterns of Jong Sarat and to combine these with the Aberystwyth 

landscape, as a synthesis expressed through the medium of screenprint, 

collage and paint. Through this process I hope that others will have a glimpse 

of my world, as I identify who I am through my art.



La Historia de Samuel, animation, 42 x 24

Oliver Hardcastle
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art    

For a year I have been absorbed with the telling of one man’s story: that of 

Samuel Houston, a political prisoner during the military dictatorship in Chile. 

As my drawings have been inspired by my footage and recordings, I consider 

myself to be a filmmaker first and animator second. The act of creating 

movement through a series of some 2000 drawings is a hypnotising process 

that has given me an insight into the realities of time. This project has been 

more than an artistic production; it has been a study of the most intimate and 

vulnerable period of another man’s life.



The Red Dragon of Wales, digital painting, 7 x 10

Natasha Harris
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

As an illustrator, I strive to enlighten and entertain the reader with my paintings 

of imaginary creatures and mythical beings. Ever since I first started drawing, 

dragons have fascinated me. Inspired by their strong cultural presence, I 

wished to convey the dragons’ beauty and elegance. Each and every one 

is extraordinary in its own way. My studies have culminated in a series of 

illustrations for a short book for children about the many and varied dragon 

species that exist within world cultures. The vibrant and luminous colours 

afforded by digital painting have helped illuminate my concepts in ways 

greater than I could have achieved using traditional media.



Alexandra 1, acrylic on canvas board, 18 x 13

Shannon Harris
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My work is inspired by my friends, family, and the relationships that I have with 

them, as individuals. Through painting and photography, I have explored and 

attempted to convey their emotions, as well as my own feelings toward them. 

Using the medium of acrylic paint, I have also endeavoured to push beyond 

the boundaries of my limitations in order to capture the softness of their 

faces and the mood surrounding the subject. The work is influenced by many 

different styles of portraiture from the Renaissance period to the modern day. 

In my photographs (which are taken on a smartphone), I’ve allowed the sitter 

to determine the outcome, as far as possible, while posing in the ‘studio’ of my 

wardrobe.



Formal Portrait - 35mm photography and watercolour, 17 x 10

Emily Harrison
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Anxieties about the simulacrum began after a chance encounter with a 

mannequin in a shop window. The fake smile and vacant eyes provoked a 

strong feeling of unease and have remained with me, haunting me ever since. 

This project drew inspiration from this dread to create a series of unsettling 

images, echoes of my anxiety of the irrational. The project also documents 

my desire to return to older, less perfect techniques - a place where analogue 

chance can create something entirely more honest and real in a world of digital 

falseness.



Loosing Warmth, etching ink on Somerset satin white paper, 40 x 30

Jasmine Housden
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art 

When encountering a new environment my first instinct is to get to know it. 

I would like to meet the land as though it were a person. With a person you 

might notice at first how they speak and how they move; with landscape I 

observe the climatic characteristics, how it changes and grows, clouds that 

seem to float in strata and fog enveloping entire hill sides. I invite you to explore 

the intricacies of our landscape and the layers of individuality hidden within 

hillsides, to share some of the moments of the terrain that I have experienced 

and come to know.



Symmetry in Figures, medium format digital scan, 45 x 45

Katyani Jaswal
BA Celfyddyd Gain ac Astudiaethau Ffilm a Theledu /  
BA Fine Art and Film and Television Studies

Expression, artistic or not, looks to induce empathy which is often filtered 

through specific representation. My work represents a monochromatic female 

figure, stripped of all possessions, and places her in a square grid alongside 

multiple other images shot on medium format film, identical in tone and size, 

creating a larger abstract form. The symmetry creates an illusion of a pattern 

which is disturbed by the irregularities caused by the different background in 

certain images; the rich contrast and texture is preserved by the matt paper.



The Lively Learned Lobster, gouache and ink, 14 x 28

Brioney Jones
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf / BA Fine Art and Art History

I have always enjoyed producing work concentrating on detail within detail. 

By eliminating the original shape and reconstructing it with a range of 

shapes, attention is on the patterns created, rather than the painting itself. By 

mixing gouache paints with fine liner I can produce a variety of shapes and 

patterns, whilst concentrating on the smaller detail. Although it’s important to 

understand where your influences and creativity come from, the justification 

and pressure of having rational sense behind every artistic outcome can take 

the spirit away. If you’re pleased with your outcome, then you’re pleased. Be 

radical - enjoy nonsense!



Identity Crisis, photograph (photograph taken by Hannah Mann)

Elizabeth Kay
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf / BA Fine Art and Art History

Identity Crisis

Identity Crisis is concerned with the body and transition. I use video and 

photography to document performative interactions with large sheets of 

black paper. As I interact with the paper its form adapts, it shifts from states 

of banality to beauty, from non-value to value, form to formlessness and from 

nothing to something. The work presents my unique and evolving relationship 

with a material and how this evolution has been interpreted and documented 

by its audience.



Rise, acrylic on canvas, 70 x 50

Jennifer Knight
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

In my work, I bring together real and imaginary elements using both Eastern 

and Western painting techniques. The study of birds provided an opportunity 

for me to explore form, texture and movement in an array of environments.  

I travelled with them - exploring their natural perspective of the world; giving 

me a freedom to use my imagination in composing abstract landscapes 

featuring my most beloved and favourite animals since childhood.



Loch, spit-bite etching on aluminium, 21 x 30

Hedda Susann Låte
 BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

This year I have become interested in developing a more painterly approach to 

the Norwegian Landscape. Using the intaglio process of spit-bite on aluminium 

plate, I have discovered that different gradations of tone can be achieved with 

various different brush strokes and that marks can be both made and removed 

by scraping the surface of the aluminium plate using scrapers and burnishers. 

This has enabled me to expand visual vocabulary that is capable of maintaining 

the delicate details within the landscapes. Growing up in the city I have 

constantly turned to the countryside for inspiration. Being surrounded by traffic 

and persistent noise, the landscape has always been a place for me to unwind.



Freedom, linocut 76 x 56

Maria Hillestad Lystrup
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

The impact that the fishing industry has on our environment and on our health 

is something that has interested me for a long time. Whilst fish is important for 

the economy of my home country of Norway, it is also important that each and 

everyone of us is aware of what we eat and how we can best preserve and take 

care of our resources. Throughout this year I have been greatly impressed and 

inspired by the author Niels Christian Geelmuyden, who has written extensively 

about the fishing industry in Norway. This suite of prints, linocuts and etchings, 

aims to show what is happening in fishing so that people will become more 

aware of the impact that this industry is having on the environment.



Palimpsest, sunlight, object, dust, time and space

Hannah Mann
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Palimpsest

A palimpsest is a manuscript most commonly made from vellum, where the 

initial writings were washed with milk and the surface reused. The faint remains 

and fragmented traces of these earlier inscriptions survive, some of which are 

resurrected, through another layer. By investigating the narrative and history 

of the building, the transformation of object transpired, metaphor became 

evident and the unseen revealed. Excavating the notion that no experience can 

be erased, memories are embedded in space, and the eternal present. 

“Try as we may to make a silence, we cannot.” 

John Cage



Untitled, digital photograph

Rosetta Marsden
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf / BA Fine Art and Art History

My work responds to key environmental concerns and how our actions affect 

the natural world. Through interdisciplinary practices I observe, document and 

focus upon the individuals fingerprint, the traces and trails that each of us leave 

behind. The beauty and richness of my natural surroundings have influenced 

me, but I am conscious of the many issues that affect these landscapes. I am 

working with my immediate surroundings on a micro biotic scale in order to 

represent and draw our attention to the very real fact that we all leave our mark 

and that our individual contributions matter. 



Sheila, silver print, 30 x 40

Charlotte Meddins
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf / BA Fine Art and Art History

My photography is focussed on an intimate portrayal of my mum in the 

midst of her cancer treatment. I started this journey using photography 

as phototherapy, enabling mum to open up about her diagnosis. The 

combination of a medium format camera with an evocative range of print 

tones has created a very raw, very real, vulnerable yet empowering series. Not 

only am I proud of them but so is my mum.



A Deliberate Discrete Destruction [Without the Intent of Suicide], installation

Kayla McInnes
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

A Deliberate Discrete Destruction [Without the Intent of Suicide]

My project is a two-part work of destruction and documentation, based upon 

the cycle of self-harm that I inflicted upon myself as a teenager. All the artwork 

that I have created so far is now being cut up, reflecting what I was doing to my 

body as a self-harmer. The School’s environment, its rules and expectations is 

a metaphor for the body, I have filled a studio plan chest with vials containing 

my purposely-destroyed art. I use photography, video, sound, text, labelling 

and archiving to document this violation of the body, my creativity and the 

institution. 



Feminine Mechanica, etching on Hahnemuhle paper, 19 x 30

Francesca Morris
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

For many years, the artist William Morris has been a significant source of 

inspiration, responsible for my love of pattern, influencing the way that my 

own work is conceived and made. Morris’s use of organic and free-flowing 

line, together with carefully drawn flora and fauna is particularly striking, 

drawing attention to the delicate beauty that is most characteristic of his work.  

Following an unfortunate diagnosis, a medical condition has become the basis 

for a cathartic approach, taking something that is a little distressing and altering 

it into a thing of beauty. In this new series of prints, I have taken various parts 

of the female anatomy and engraved them with my own patterns, creating 

something engaging from a disconcerting subject.

 



Itty Bitty Threeway, installation

Jessica Nightingale
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Itty Bitty Threeway

My work presents the personal as political. It explores personal experiences, 

societal taboos and the complications of social interaction by disregarding the 

boundaries between public and private. The audience is seduced into believing 

that the work is adhering to familiar appealing commercial feminine conforms 

before a discontented cynicism disrupts and undermines expectations. This 

creates a confused muddle of sugary sweet sentimentality and insidious 

passive aggression. I delight in the absurd and the unsavory, creating work 

that holds an unapologetic irreverence and impertinence. I hope to make the 

unpalatable appealing and the appealing unpalatable.



Standing Nude, acrylic and pencil on mylar, 24 x 36

Alison Phillips
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

What lies beneath the surface has become the overarching focus of my work. I 

am interested in the interplay between the subject matter and its surroundings, 

aiming to create an intriguing sense of spatial ambiguity. The presence of a 

figure in a more abstract setting requires the viewer to question the notion of 

space and time. I work on Mylar, a semi-transparent drafting film; its smooth 

surface allows the paint to be more dynamic and expressive. I use overlapping 

translucent layers of colour to imbue a sense of the ethereal, and of a greater 

depth beneath the surface.



Let Me In, silver print on matt paper, 23 x 18

Elissa Price
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Emotions don’t exist in isolation. That would be too simple. A hundred images, 

four hundred emotions. Film photography is how I choose to tell my story. This 

is me. It stands for everything I am and I’m asking you to come into my world. 

I want you to look, listen, let the words in. Look at the people surrounding you. 

Can you tell how they’re feeling? Usually you must search for it. Some say the 

minds of artists are the most tortured, perhaps they are right. I am an artist, 

welcome to my mind.



Baptise, acrylic on canvas, 102 x 102

Rachel Rea
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Llenyddiaeth Saesneg/ BA Fine Art and English Literature

I paint the experience and feeling of revelling in nature. In particular I draw 

from my experiences of swimming and diving into the sea. The darker depths 

of my paintings contrast to the joyful outbursts of bright and warm colours, 

similar to how the calm and cold sea contrasts to the elated feeling of the 

diver. My paintings are charged with the stirring emotions that are provoked by 

spending time in creation.

“Nature is my springboard. I... relate the visible drama of mountains, trees, and 

bleached fields with the fantasy of wind blowing and changing colours and forms.” 

(Milton Avery)



Georgia Record
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art  

‘…No one likes us. We don’t care. No mess, no fuss, Just pure impact by last resort…’

Lyrics from Punk band CRASS

Alternative scenes and subcultures have always interested me. Subcultures 

have a sense of tribal belonging, of togetherness - punk, skinhead, hippie, raver, 

rockabilly. Who are the individuals behind the groups? How do you feel when 

you see them? My current work is an ethnographic insight into the Punk & 

Skinhead scene in Cambridge. Spending time as part of the group has allowed 

me to document the scene through photography and recorded interviews. 

Using this material I have tried to create candid, large-scale, unbiased portraits 

through drawing and printmaking.



Seurat’s Wood, acrylic, 13 x 18

Carmel Reid
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes / BA Fine Art and History

My paintings are inspired by the Neo-impressionists Georges Seurat and Paul 

Signac, and depict the woodland in a pointillist style. The works are inspired by 

fairy-tale and forensic images of this type of landscape. I aim to replicate the 

moods and settings within my own images, using light and colour. Trees never 

stop growing; thus, the paintings continue to build upwards and outwards 

from smaller to larger images.



Feed the Creatures and Heed their Advice, ink on bristol board, 24 x 18 

Emma Roberts
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art  

Stories change over time. As they are told and retold, they continue to shape 

our worldview. Such tales of old appeal to our imagination, our desire to lose 

ourselves in a different land. Fairy tales and their visual interpretations have 

always interested me. My recent illustrations are for award-winning author Neil 

Gaiman’s Instructions for an encounter with Alice in Wonderland. The poem 

offers instructions on what to do should you find yourself in a fairy tale. So walk 

through Wonderland with me. But be careful. Don’t fall down the rabbit hole. 

You might never get back.



Foreign Intimacy, film and projection

Eliška Šálková
BA Celfyddyd Gain ac Astudiaethau Drama a Theatr /  
BA Fine Art and Drama and Theatre Studies

Foreign Intimacy

“What does it feel like learning to forget to love someone?”

My work derives from personal inquisition, underpinned by intimate 

encounters. It investigates the boundaries of emotive polarity and duality, 

exposing the tension between mind and body.  More specifically, I delve into 

the duality of ‘pneuma’; the emotional flux of the mind and body. I attempt to 

present and represent a tension; the connect and disconnect, the fractured 

unification of the visualised entity. I realise my work by combining filmed and 

projected imagery with live performance. This technique constructs a potent 

aesthetic whilst retaining its conceptual grounding.



Layers of time, film photograph on matt, 18 x 16

Alex Tanton
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

This portfolio combines examples of both film and digital photography. The 

focus is on buildings in time, places that were once thriving with activity, that 

are now mouldering, neglected and abandoned. In exploring these often 

forlorn spaces, my intention has been to pay close attention to detail and reveal 

the beauty in their decay, before it is lost forever.



Abstract Texture Study, acrylic, 25 x 25

Alysia Webster
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My work explores the idea of experiencing the moment without distraction. 

When we view, for instance, the landscape then we see shapes and marks 

rather than a static image. Remembering what we have seen acts to abstract 

the image further and in this sense I am inspired by Abstract Expressionist Joan 

Mitchell. I aim to explore the distanced relationship a large part of modern 

society has with landscape; to experiment with mark making and colour 

to abstract the energy felt when out in nature, using feeling to explore our 

presence in the landscape.



See the forest for the trees, silver print, 22 x 22

Eleanor West
BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Over the last few months I have focused on my growing passion for analogue 

and medium format photography. The characteristic features of shooting 

medium format film allow me to see my surroundings and subject in a unique 

way. This portfolio focuses on combining the two main themes in my work: 

landscape and portraiture. By experimenting with double exposure techniques 

I have superimposed formal portraiture onto the landscape. These aesthetically 

constructed darkroom prints reflect my interpretation of the human condition 

and our connection to the surrounding landscape.



Artemis, mixed media, 21 x 30

Bethany Williams
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf / BA Fine Art and Art History

This is my story in words and pictures of young Artemis who encounters a 

bizarre and dreamlike world in an art gallery. As she travels through each 

artwork, the ten year old has to solve the mysterious disappearance of the 

moon and help it get back to its rightful place in the night sky. My illustrations 

begin as fineline pen drawings that are then scanned, collaged and coloured 

digitally. Fabric, magazine clippings, paintings and photographs add another 

textural dimension. Taking inspiration from illustrators, graphic designers, 

animators and street artists, I have endeavoured to develop my own style.






